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Background
Media Planning becomes more and more polarized.
On the one hand there is a tendency towards
automation and programmatic buying.
On the other hand, there is a counter-reaction and a
tendency towards a more qualitative approach.
Indeed, the last couple of years more attention is
given to the context in which an advertisement is
placed and to the engagement of consumers regarding
media brands.

Nevertheless, one should go further and take into
account as qualitative dimensions not only ‘context’
and ‘engagement’ but also the emotional positioning
of the media brand.

As we know that engagement-scores are higher for
magazine brands than for other types of media
brands, one could wonder whether there might be a
positive effect of brand-positioning as well.
In other words: do magazine-campaigns for brands
that are experienced as having the same brand
identity as the magazine itself, have more impact?
If so, can a tool be developed to measure these
identities effectively and to make them easy to use
and interpret ?
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Desk Research
Based on an analysis of Sanoma’s Impact-tool, it can
be concluded that the more the identity of an
advertiser brand is congruent with the identity of the
magazine brand in which the campaign is printed, the
better this advertisment scores on qualitative
parameters such as “like the advertisment”, “the
advertisment is original” and “the advertisment suits
with the magazine”.

This analysis was realized by dividing 834 campaigns
into 2 groups (group1 = identity of advertiser and
magazine brand is the same, group 2 = identity of
advertiser and magazine brand is different).

The conclusion of this analysis is clear: it shows that
in media plans it is important not to decide only on
reach, profile, context and engagement, but also on
the brand-identity of the magazine brand and the
brand advertised for.
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BrandCompass measures and 
visualizes Brand Identity 
Sanoma developed a method to measure the brand
identity of advertiser brands and magazine brands.
Brand Identity is operationalized by a measurement of
the personality of brands.

From the beginning we were convinced that we should
also develop a tool to visualize these brand identities.
Often conclusions of research (on engagement,
context,…) have not been implemented and used in
the daily life of media planners because they were not
integrated in the planning software or too
complicated.
Therefore, the visualisation to be created should be
self-explicable and easy to use.

This visualisation consists of a mapping based on a
two-dimensional personality model.
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Personality model based on two 
dimensions
The personality model that is used is based on 2
dimensions. The vertical dimension being the
personal dimension (how someone copes with impulses
and impressions). This dimension is defined as
‘embrace impulses, fully experience them without any
restrictions’ (top) versus ‘control impulses, defense to
avoid anxiety’ (bottom). Extraversion vs. Introversion
expresses this dimension most easily.

The horizontal dimension being the social dimension
(how someone copes with and takes position in social
life). This dimension is defined as ‘stand out from the
crowd, individualistic, power’ (left) versus ‘going up
into the crowd, integration, the group being more
important than the individual’ (right).

The example on the slide illustrates the meaning of
both dimensions. The scheme shows how those 4
archetypical personalities would react being at a
wedding party with the music starting after a nice
meal …
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Description of the eight 
personality-types
From these 2 dimensions, 8 basic personalities are
derived, using the 2 axes as well as the diagonals.
Personalities that are next to each other have
things in common because they ‘score’ on the same
dimensions. Personalities that are diametrically
against each other represent opposite personalities.
Each personality has its own colour, in line with the
meaning of it.
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Archetypical brands measured
While constructing the measurement method (see
later slides) in experimental phases, we tested some
brands that we knew should be archetypical for a
particular personality. E.g. Red Bull should be a
strong example of our ‘vitality’-personality, while
‘tap-water’ should be in the ‘security’ part.
The same goes for the other brands in the scheme.
The Fa-Brand is associated with the ‘pleasure’
positioning (obvious when knowing the TV-spots),
while Dettol (positioned as a disinfection soap) is
logically positioned in the ‘control’ segment.
The fact that these brands (and many others) scored
as was expected, shows the high face-validity of our
approach.
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Concept of measuring
Measuring the personality of brands is usually realized
by using a relative large number of personality-items,
scored by respondents while imagining the brand as a
person. We evaluate this as a very cognitive, rational
process. In qualitative research, projective
techniques are used, bringing respondents in an
emotional setting, resulting in richer descriptions of
how a brand and its identity is emotionally felt rather
than perceived.
Textbooks on personality have shown that it only takes
seconds to evaluate another person, and to decide on
who and how he/she is as a person.
It is this first and immediate, unconscious, associative
process that we want to capture for brand personality
as well.
Therefore we use a qualitative research based,
projective measurement of brand personality.
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Preliminary phases in the 
development phase

Phase 1
For each of the 8 personalities, 4 key-words have been
chosen upfront. For the yellow-personality
(conviviality), these words are ‘playful’, ‘friendly’,
‘cordial’ and ‘happy-go-lucky’. So in total 32
personality-items get a fixed position around the
mapping.
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Preliminary phases in the 
development phase

Phase 2
In the experimental phases a lot of pictures of women
have been shown to respondents.
We succeeded in selecting eight pictures that were
associated almost standardly with the same
personality-items across respondents.

On the slide the pictures are camouflaged, as these
are at the heart of our system.
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Questionnaire and 
mapping of brand positions
(1) Each respondent is asked to associate the 32
personality-items with the 8 photo’s. This positions
for each of the respondents the eight pictures on the
mapping.

(2) Then we ask respondents to indicate one picture
representing, according to their feelings, the most
typical user of brand X, or in other words the woman
that loves more than other women to go shopping at
retailbrand Y, … For that respondent, the chosen
picture is replaced by the brand-name.

(3) That way, we finally have as many positions for a
brand on the mapping, as we have respondents. The
gravity-point of all these individual points is the final
position on the map.

Remarks:
 Phase 1 doesn’t have to be repeated for each

brand. Once we know the picture-items
associations, they can be used for all brands
measured by the same respondent.

 All brands are positioned independently from one
another, which makes it possible to ‘overlay’
magazine brands and advertiser brands. 11



Diagnostics
One could go more into detail, and analyze what
causes a brand to be positioned at a particular spot.
Therefore we compute what proportion of
respondents experiences the brand as being of a
particular colour or personality. In the example, H&M
is by about 50% of respondents associated with yellow
(conviviality), by about 10% with brown (belonging)
etc. This analysis gives a more diagnostic and
detailed view of the brand’s personality. It can be
compared with how the personality of real people is
experienced: someone is perceived mainly as …, but
shows also other personality dimensions, though to a
lesser extent.

Next to that, we are able to distinguish brand
positions between:
 users of the brand
 non-users, who are aware of the brand though
 ex-users of the brand
 fans of the brand
 brand A position by users/fans/… of brand B
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Results level ‘brand’
Brand Positioning of domain
The research of a particular domain results in a
mapping, showing all relevant brands of the domain.
Advertisers and media planners can analyze the
position of their own brands compared to competitive
brands.
This leads to conclusions whether to maintain and
reinforce the existing positioning, or, to strategically
evolve to another position.
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Results level ‘magazine’
Also for magazine-brands, the position can be 
indicated on the mapping. Some of the major 
magazine brands in Belgium are shown on this 
mapping.
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BrandCompass adds new dimension to 
media planning in magazines
The result of the planning analysis can be illustrated
by the example on the right.
The first map shows the position of 3 brown-good
brands: Tefal, Braun and Kenwood.
Slides 2 and 3 plot some of the magazine brands,
published by Sanoma. Feeling and Gael are 2 upscale
lifestyle women magazines, with clearly the same
positioning (one is Dutch, the other is French language
but their content is nearly identical). Libelle and
Femmes d’Aujourd’hui are the 2 major women
weeklies (Duch and French language).
If Braun and Tefal want to run a print campaign that
affirms their position, it is obvious with which
magazine they should partner.
But suppose that Kenwood is not happy with its
current positioning. Depending on what positioning
they would like to claim on the map, or which of the 2
other brands they see as their competitor, can now
make a well-reflected choice on the magazine they
would like to advertise in.
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Additional remarks
1. In total 35 domains have been researched

between 2014 and 2016. These domains cover
about 500 brands.

2. All magazine brands (also competitive brands)
have been researched.

3. Other media will be integrated as well, as
magazines will only survive when partnering with
other media.

4. The sample size for each domain varies, but is
about n=800.

5. The tool (research method and visualisation tool)
has been developed by the Research Department
of Sanoma Media Belgium. A research agency has
been involved partially, as we use a panel of
respondents of our own. We did some checks by
researching some domains with a research agency
(GfK). The results based on our own panel have
been confirmed. As there might be a bias for the
magazine/media brands, we outsourced this area
to a research agency as well (GfK).

6. The app is available for iOS and offered for free
in the App Store to underline the self-service
idea.
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What happened then…
BrandCompass has been launched on the Belgian
market in 2015.
It was presented to all media agencies, and was
received enthusiastically.
It was supported by a print campaign in professional
magazines.
Professional magazines discussed the tool positively.
Some reactions of advertisers and media agencies:
 “BrandCompass is an interesting tool to start

conversation with advertisers on strategic level”
 “BrandCompass has convinced us that our brand

matches ideally with Libelle-magazine and this
resulted in a partnership”

 “Unilever has insisted that its agency should use
BrandCompass for its media planning”

The project is on the shortlist to win the AMMA-award
of best media research later this year.
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Watch this vimeo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnmwbniqOw4
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